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Abstract. The quasielastic charged current (CCQE) νen→ e−p scattering is the dominant mecha-
nism to detect appearance of a νe in an almost νμ flux at the 1 GeV scale. Actual experiments show
a precision below 1% and between less known background contributions, but necessary to con-
straint the event excess, we have the radiative corrections. A consistent model recently developed
for the simultaneous description of elastic and radiative πN scattering, pion-photoproduction and
single pion production processes, both for charged and neutral current neutrino-nucleon scattering,
is extended for the evaluation of the radiative νlN→ νlNγ cross section. Our results are similar to a
previous (but inconsistent) theoretical evaluation in the low energy region, and show an increment
in the upper region where the Δ resonance becomes relevant.
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INTRODUCTION

Neutrino interactions with nucleons and nuclei have received a considerable attention in
recent years stimulated by the needs in the analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments
which give information about the oscillation probability P(νi→ ν j). Actually, new high
quality data on cross sections are becoming available from MiniBooNE and SciBooNE
experiments [1]. The neutrino energy that enters critically in the oscillation probability
is not directly measurable but has to be reconstructed from the reaction products. In
appearance experiments the initial and final neutrinos fluxes are compared to get the
oscillation probability. In fact, MiniBooNE was designed to measure the νμ → νe
appearance signal in the energy range around 1 GeV, detecting electrons from the
νen→ e−p reaction via Cerenkov radiation. In this case, neutral current νlN → νlNπ0

events (NC1π0) are an important source of background because the electron is not
distinguished from a photon coming from π0→ γγ decay if the other photon is missed.
This would lead to fake νe signal in contrast with the true coming form the CCQE.
However, another important source of single-photon background exists: the νlN→ νlNγ
(NC1γ) reaction, which can also be interpreted as a νe arriving signal.

Recent MiniBooNE experiment reported, after various refinements, a persisting ex-
cess of electron-like events at low energy [2]. In the recent NC1γ cross section calcula-
tion and analysis from Hill [3], it has been shown that process seems capable to provide
enough photons to cover the excess found by MiniBooNE. However, the implemented
model is not completely consistent since the vertex and propagator used for the Δ cor-
respond to a different value of the parameter associated to contact transformations on
the spin 3/2 field (see [4] and references therein). Then, it is important to treat consis-
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FIGURE 1. Resonant contribution to single photon production.

tently and on the same footing both, the 1π and photon production cross sections, to
provide a trustily constraint of these of backgrounds. In the 0− 2 GeV region relevant
for MiniBooNE and SciBooNE experiments, the process following in importance to the
QE scattering is the excitation of the Δ(1232 MeV) resonance. Nuclei are used as neu-
trino detectors and require the inclusion of nuclear medium effects on the free nucleon
cross sections. A consistent treatment should remedy the before mentioned resonance
vertex-propagator correspondence and also keep the preservation of the electromagnetic
gauge invariance in presence of finite widths. This program has been already developed
with success for another reactions involving the Δ resonance, which encourage us to
develop here a model for the evaluation of the cross section of the νlN→ νlNγ reaction.

FORMALISM

We perform here the calculation of NC1γ cross section by considering only the contri-
bution of the resonant amplitude shown in Fig. 1. The total cross section is given by
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m2
N
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√
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0
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(1)
where ECMν = mNEν√

2EνmN+m2
N
, with the limits in the integrals estimated from kinematical

conditions, and where Eν ≡ ELABν . The resonant amplitude reads

M �MR = i
GF√
2
ū(pν)γλ (1− γ5)u(pν)ū(p′)Oλ

i (p,p′,q)u(p),

where pν , p and p
′ are the neutrino, initial and final nucleon momenta, respectively, and

q= p−pΔ is the Z boson momentum.OR reads (qγ is photon momentum andQ2 =−q2)

Oλ
R (p,p′,q) = Γαν

(p′,pΔ,qγ = pΔ−p′)ε∗ν iGαβ (pΔ = p−q)W βλ (pΔ,q= p−pΔ,p), (2)

Some calculations involving the Δ production take the simplest form for Γαν
(contact

constant A = −1) [4] and, simultaneously, the simplest one for the vertex (A = −1/3).
To avoid this problem and get A -independent amplitudes we use a set of reduced A-
independent Feynman rules [4]. The expression for the corresponding bare Δ propaga-
tor and weak vertex Wβλ = W V

βλ −W A
βλ was defined in Ref. [4]. Finally, the Δ→ γN
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FIGURE 2. Cross section for NC1π0 from Ref. [4] (solid line), NC1γ (×100) background to CCQE
scattering from Eq. (1) (dash-dot line) and from Ref. [3] (dash line).

decay vertex, from which W V is extracted through the CVC hypothesis, was de-
fined in Ref. [5]. The amplitude (2), should be multiplied by the new isospin factor
TR(mtmt ′) = χ†(mt ′)T3(T † ·Z∗)χ(mt) = 2/3 for both processes with single photon pro-
duction induced by neutral currents: νμ p→ νμ pγ and νμn→ νμnγ .

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SUMMARIZING CONCLUSIONS

We show in Figure 2 the cross section for NC1π0 and NC1γ backgrounds to the CCQE
process, for 0 ≤ Eν ≤ 1.5 GeV. The contribution of the radiative νlN → νlNγ pro-
cess is roughly one hundred times smaller than the neutral current one, since gΔNγ =√
4π/137 <<< fΔNπ =

√
4π×0.317. In the same figure we compare our results with

those from Fig. 4 in Ref. [3], obtained within an inconsistent model. We can observe
that differences are not important at low energies but yes in the upper region where the
Δ resonance becomes relevant. This is also an expectable result originated by the fact
we are considering the correct complete Δ propagator (A=−1/3) in Eq. (2).
In summary, the results obtained within our present consistent formalism for νlN →

νlNγ process were compared with a previous determination that lacks in consistence in
the treatment of the resonance field [3]. Our treatment gives similar results in the low en-
ergy region and increases the single photon cross section in the Δ region. In view of these
results, it would be interesting to reanalyze the excess of events counting contribution
of this reaction done in Ref. [3]. This finally answer the question if radiative corrections
provides enough photons to cover the low energy excess found by MiniBooNE.
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